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Abstract: Online Social Networks (OSN) becomes extremely popular all over the world and newly joining users 

this social network environment. more number of users using OSN for creating relationship and sharing information 

to other users. In this technology main advantages is users of OSN is linking with multiple online social network 

users. When user is sharing information to friend, the friend can share the information to friend. In this process 

execution stage third person access the data. Here the OSN users set privacy in their profile to prevent their data. 

The privacy sometimes destroyed in this situation. In this paper, introduced prevent the information a policy 

specification method. This method provides security for user profile.  

 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally the people communicate with other 

persons using letters and telephone. After many years a 

technology was introduced that is Internet. Internet is 

used for many purposes, and the people were used 

email for sharing information. 

 

Now the Online Social Network was introduced for 

communication and for share information. The online 

social networks are Twitter, orkut, facebook people 

create an Account in OSN and creating a new 

relationship with other OSN users. The use of OSN is 

sharing the information with other users. One single 

user is may connected with multiple users the shared 

information is sent also friend of friends. The shared 

information is may be a photo, news, etc. 

 

Where the user set privacy in their own profile and data. 

The user friend message or comment to OSN user, if 

the OSN user is public will shows all of the information 

to all of his/her friends also. So it is called Social 

networks. If the user wants to share information to set 

of friends using tag or create a group. Using the friends 

of OSN users access the information by specification. 

In Online Social networks some of the users were 

public or set privacy. The user specifies particular 

friends only view his/her profile and access the 

information. In some times the privacy was affected. To 

protect shared information a new method is created 

Multiparty Access Control (MPAC) model. 

 

 

2.    RELATED WORK 

In online social networks the users can create a 

relationship and share the data using web. The owner of  

the data gives control to the distribution of the shared 

data. In traditionally online social networks of every 

user knows the other users, it is one of the problem in 

social networks, one of the drawback is the 

unauthorized users can also access the data. It allows 

authorized terms defined by depth, trust level. 

Depth, length of the shortest path between the two 

nodes, and trust level is defined by how many the users 

trust the person. It is the proposed system in access 

control. Access control is shared to three different 

actors. The actors are, Owner of the resource, 

Requested User, SNMS (Social Network Management 

System). 

 

2.1 Access control requirements 

It supports to access the data based on the relationship 

(e.g.). Here there are 3 friends A, B,C. Where A is a 

direct friend of B, C is direct friend of B but not a 

friend of A. 

 

When a share the data to B can access the data based on 

the relationship and provide grant access to C. Social 

network model it is represented by a graph. Each node 

are representing the users, edges are relationship 

between users. Relationships are defined in two types. 

They are direct and indirect relationship. 

The direct relationship is  node a and b enter into node a 

and exit into node b. Indirect relationship is if a, b and c 
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are in the social network a and c are not a direct friend 

but they are connected with a friend of b. 

 

2.2 Types of trust 

The trust is divided into two type’s  Topical trust and 

absolute trust [2] Topical trust: The user considers how 

much trust worth about the user given topic (e.g.) 

Movies. 

 

Absolute trust: The users consider how much trust  

worth about another user topic independently. Another 

relationship type is depth, the length of the shortest 

path among the direct and indirect relationship. Here 

the user is requestor and another user is resource 

owner. The request user is showing the proof to the 

resource owner based on the trust and depth 

relationship. 

 

In the existing web based social network, when a user 

register in the system provide account for every 

registered users. The WBSNs manage personal 

resources of user (ie) photo, video. 

The web based social network users share and provide 

access to the other users  [1]. Trust relationship is if A 

wants to create a relationship with B, A sends an email 

to B, for confirmation. 

 

2.3 Access control model Requirements 

Alice is owner of the resource, she share the resources 

to her friends. Access control defines, How people can 

access the resources or data and also under which 

mode. 

 

Alice set priority to her friends and provide 

authorization to access her resources. 

Alice makes decision to access the resources not only 

to her friends, the friends of her friends. 

 

The SNMS stores the access control policies of each 

user. Users do not know whether access control is 

enforced. They do not have any assurance of SNMS 

with their data. Users are truly trust the SNMS. 

Increasing of privacy how the SNMS manage personal 

information. In WBSN real services are created by the 

users and make the relationship with another user. But 

SNMS it provides only frameworks without users and 

their contents it is useless. The proposed in this paper 

is rule based access control model in WBNS. 

 

Access control model allows the access policies for 

online resources.[1] Authorized users defined by 

length and trust level, need ensure authentication by 

relationship certificate. 

 

When a node inode wish to create a relationship with 

other node that is tnode, the certificate is signed by 

inode and tnode. After the certificate is generated and 

signed certificates are uploaded into the certificate 

server it check and evaluate their signatures. 

Access control enforcement the requestor must provide 

proof by authorization. Requested resource of access 

control rules atleast one was satisfied by the requestor 

a proof was certified using this way. The disadvantage 

is system allows specifying only one controller.  It 

cannot efficiently provide privacy to the user data. 

 

2.4 Detecting and resolving privacy Conflicts 

In Online Social Network it currently introduces the 

privacy control to users. The user restricts to access the 

data from another user. Privacy conflict means if there 

are three users in the photo every users have privacy 

over the shared data here the privacy conflicts 

done.[8]In online social networks the facebook only 

allows the user, where the user is owner of the data or 

resources. The owner is control the data and privacy 

policy mechanism is introduced to multiple users 

concern on the shared data. Identify and then resolve 

the privacy conflicts over multiple users. 

 

For example there are two users Alice and bob are 

controllers of the photo Alice and bob set privacy that is 

only his and her friend’s  only view the photo. It is 

impossible each friend does not have same friends [8].A 

simple solution to solving the privacy conflict is 

allowing the common users of both Alice and bob. This 

is sometimes more restrictive and may not produce the 

correct results. 

 

Providing a better solution to privacy conflict a strong 

conflict solution is introduced. Transfer between the 

data sharing and protection of privacy it is important 

when solving the privacy and balance mechanism is 

provided. 

 

Number of privacy conflicts is measured by the 

untrusted controllers. Different kind of users has 
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different privacy over the same data it is called general 

privacy concern for untrusting users. The disadvantage 

is when sharing the information does not provide 

security and privacy. 

 

2.6 Collaborative privacy Management 

Due to the increasing of OSN they are concentrating 

about the protection of the data. The users of OSN 

slightly know how their personal information is transfer 

in online social networks. Privacy controls are difficult 

to understand for user’s  .The mechanism of OSN is 

privacy control it protects the users information from 

the third party applications  (TPA). 

Collaborative privacy management framework provides 

an interceptor mechanism it act as a layer between the 

OSN and TPA. Facebook applications are interact with 

the facebook server by using API. The Application 

programming interface allows the developers to access 

the user’s  public information. 

 

To access the user’s  information it permits using 

access tokens. Using this access token the CPM extract 

the information about request sent by the user. The 

membranes transfer the request to facebook graph API 

using the access token and also retrieve the data items. 

It is having the retrieved data. 

CPM framework evaluates and filters  the data 

according to user’s  access control rules. 

 

The evaluation of facebook CPM framework is divided 

into two phase first phase evaluate the privacy leakage 

it is concerned among TPA users and second phase is 

effectiveness of the CPM framework. 

 

A number of privacy issues are highlighted in online 

social networks. The CPM framework provides the 

fine grained access control over the user’s  personal 

data. Pox is a client side browser it act as a proxy 

between the TPA and facebook. Benefit of the Pox is 

TPA use the pox library to channel the all request of 

facebook. The advantage is CPM do not support for 

sharing and collaborative management of privacy. 

 

3.    PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system provides a multiparty access 

control mechanism for OSN. The proposed system 

splits the users into groups and finds the relationship 

among the people. This system defines four different 

properties for the users. They are owner, contributor, 

stakeholder and disseminator. The proposed system 

provides the privacy for the users by introducing the 

access policies over the shared data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: A frame work for multiparty access 

control mechanism 

 

3.1 MPAC Model 

OSN is a relationship network it has a group of users 

and the relationship network is a direct label graph here 

each node represents the users and the edges are 

relationship between the users. The initial node of edge 

is establish the relationship and the end node of the 

edge is represents the accept the relationship.OSN 

allows the group of users each group has a unique 

name. Here many access control mechanisms are 

introduced in the proposed system but it allows the 

single controller the owner of the resource specifies the 

access policies. 

 

OSN allows multiple users they are associated with the 

shared resources. The multiple users are owner, 

contributor, disseminator and stakeholder. 

 

 Owner: The resource in the space of the user 

in the social network, the user is owner. 
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 Contributor: The user shares data into 

another user’s  space in the social network, this 

type of user is called contributor. 

 

 Stakeholder: the resources in the pace of the 

user in social network that user tagged a users 

for that resources they are called stakeholder. 

 Disseminator: The resources are shared by 

other user’s space into the user space this type 

of user is disseminator. 

 

4.    CONCLUS ION 

Online social networking applications are mainly used 

for all the people in present day. People are more time 

to spend in online social networking applications. 

There are many security challenges occurring users. 

This proposed system provides multiparty access  

Control for online social networks. The system  

Partitions the users and finds the relationship between 

users. The OSN user provides the access policies to the 

shared data. The access control policies are easy to use 

for users. The future work of the research will be 

creating effective security algorithms to product the 

security issues exist in online social networks.  
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